Abstract-We present various "additive" sufficient conditions for the nonsingularity of a complex partitioned matrix and an irreducible partitioned matrix. As the application, a new criteria of the positive stable matrix is given. The obtained results generalize some corresponding results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Matrix theory which is a fundamental tool in Mathematics has been an important tool in some technologic fields. And estimate of eigenvalue which is a significant part in Matrix theory plays an important role in some relevant fields such as Statistics, Numerical analysis, System engineering, Stability theory,Computation methods, etc.
In this paper, first of all, we discussed the problem of nonsingularity of complex partitioned matrices, gave the conditions of complex partitioned matrices and irreducible partitioned matrices.In addition, we obtained the new criteria for a matrix to be a positive stable matrix. Therefore,we provide a new method solving differential equations in vibrating systems by these results.
II. NOTATIONS
Some basic definitions can be found in [5, 6, 7] . We assume {1, 2, , } m m < >=  and | | S denotes the number of elements in S which is the subset of m < > . And
is partitioned as follows:
Then A is nonsingular. 
Proof
Our aim is to show that the hypotheses of the theorem contradict (1.5).
To do that, it is sufficient to show that, for some l m ∈< > , (1.8)
(1.10) From (1.2) and (1.9), we infer
    . By (1.2), then
, by (1.2), then (see [6] ). Hence 
